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In his 1998 book,Â The Threat, Jacobs uncovered disconcerting reports about aliensâ€™ plans for

the future of Earth. He reported that a â€œchangeâ€• is coming; a future when very human-like

hybrids would intermingle with humans in everyday life. â€œSoon we will all be together,â€• the

aliens said. â€œSoon everyone will be happy and everyone will know his place.â€•This book

examines a disturbing phenomenon that Jacobs began noticing in 2003. The alien integration action

plan has kicked into high gear. The incidents of alien abductions have accelerated as have

occurences of alien involvement in everday human life. A silent and insidious invasion has begun.

Alien hybrids have moved into your neighborhood and into your workplace. They have been trained

by human abductees to â€œpass,â€• to blend in to society, to appear as normal as your next door

neighbor.This book illustrates in detail the process of alien integration into society and the strategy

and support structure that has been developed to make this happen seamlessly. While he is not

certain why they are doing it, the final chapter of the book will provide some chilling possible

answers as to why they are here and what they want to accomplish.Jacobs is a careful researcher

who has investigated more than 1150 abduction events experienced by more than 150 abductees.

This book focuses on the experiences of thirteen abductees.
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No-one could justifiably claim Dr. David Jacobs to be a prolific writer. 23 years after `Secret Life' and

16 years following `The Threat', this 2015 publication is the author's third book about the alien

abduction program. In `Walking Among Us', Dr. Jacobs focuses on the purpose behind the program

and the precise details of how and possibly why it has been carried out on humanity for the past

century or so, with some enlightening and genuinely shocking conclusions. You may have read

similar words before to describe/publicise works on this subject, but here - for once - it turns out to

be true.The content of the book is radically different not only to the author's previous work, but to all

other published work to date on this important but puzzling subject. WAU is not, in fact, about `alien

abductions' per se, but has a focus far deeper and more radical. The conclusions may explain not

only what the UFO phenomenon really is, but the origin and nature of many apparently unrelated

`paranormal' phenomena frequently reported by percipients.Here Dr. Jacobs focuses on the

reported experiences of 15 abductees, almost all unknown to each other. The author has worked

with each of these abductees for at least several years and in some cases for decades. From 2003,

some - but importantly not all (to understand why, you'll need to read the book) - abductees began

to describe precise details about the process of integration into society by alien `hubrids' (they're

different to `hybrids') and the planned support structure built to enable this process.The testimonies

of this important subset of abductees seem absurd to anyone unfamiliar with the evidence, but are

nevertheless largely mutually corroborative. Dr.

The claims that Jacobs makes are fantastic and I would not believe them for an instant had I not

read his other books and relevant works by other authors (Bud Hopkins, Dr Jacques Vallee, Dr

Karla Turner, Dr John Mack, John Keel, etc). Despite vociferous and hostile opposition from an

army of debunkers, Jacobs has persisted for decades to unravel the mystery behind the abduction

phenomena. Those who believe that the phenomena is real may find this book hugely informative. It

contains much new information and is certainly not a rehash of previously published material.

Jacobs has transcribed conversations that he has had with abductees on a variety of topics

including how abductees train hybrids to blend into human society. Whether you believe in the

abduction phenomena or not, I am sure you will be transfixed by the material - it seems so

incredible yet so mundane. For example, an abductee talks about training hybrids to use kitchens:

â€œ...One of them wants to know how to turn the sink on and Iâ€™m telling her, â€˜You just lift the



handle upâ€™ and she does that and the water squirts out and it hits her and she gets

upset...Sheâ€™s just standing there letting the water hit her...I went over and turned it off...She

wants to know if every time you turn the water on do you have to get wet...sheâ€™s just holding her

arms out in front of her...Sheâ€™s asking me â€˜What do you do when this happens?â€™ and I say,

â€œGo get a towel and dry it off.â€• The book is full of similar gems. Most of the book deals with how

abductees interact with hybrids but one chapter speculates on the reason for the hybridization

program (i.e. the creation of hybrids and their integration into human society). I felt this was the

weakest chapter.
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